Abstract:
Although some types of cognition may not affect early vision, there is ample evidence that other types of cognition do. Evidence indicating that early vision is penetrable by direct manipulation of viewers' perceptual intentions and by knowledge of the structure of familiar objects is reviewed, and related to both the Pylyshyn target article and Fodor (1983) .
Cognition comes in many varieties, including knowledge, beliefs, goals, and inferences. Pylyshyn argues that none of these varieties of cognition can penetrate early vision, the part of vision that computes 3-D shape descriptions. Early vision does seem impenetrable by beliefs and inferences, but it seems quite penetrable by some types of knowledge and perceptual goals.
Consider first the types of cognition to which early vision seems to be impenetrable. The New Look research on contributions to perception from beliefs and "needs" was discredited some time ago by research showing that the original results were due to response bias (Pastore 1949) . Demonstrations previously taken to indicate that perception requires unconscious inference or problem solving have not met the same fate, but, as Pylyshyn states, many are now reinterpreted as reflecting the deployment of natural constraints in vision.
Consider knowledge and goals (or intentions) next. Empirical evidence indicates that subsets of these types of cognition can influence early vision. In what follows, I will discuss the research on each of these types of cognitive penetrability separately.
Intention. Julian Hochberg and I investigated whether viewers' perceptual intentions can affect the perceived organization of small 2-D and 3-D (wire) cubes. The cubes were biased toward one of the two possible interpretations that can be fitted to an ambiguous cube near one corner, but remained unbiased at the diagonally opposite corner (see Fig. 1 ). With the direct manipulation of viewers' intentions through instructions, we found quantitative evidence that intention can affect the depth organization fitted to both 2-D and 3-D cubes (Peterson & Hochberg 1983) . Intention effects obtained from viewers instructed to fixate an ambiguous region of the cube did not differ when the nearby region was biased toward or against instructed intention, suggesting that eye movements were not mediating the results. Peterson and Gibson (1991) extended these conclusions to attentional movements.
These results did not seem susceptible to a response bias interpretation because indirect measures of perceived depth organization agreed with direct measures (Hochberg & Peterson 1987) . The indirect measures used were ones that are perceptually coupled (Hochberg 1974) to perceived depth, so that when perceived depth reverses, they reverse as well. For example, for moving viewers, illusory concomitant motion is coupled to depth reversal and for stationary viewers, perceived direction of rotation of a moving cube is coupled to perceived depth organization. Perceptually coupled variables vary with what viewers really perceive, rather than with what they report seeing, if the two differ (Gogel 1976; Hochberg 1956; 1974) .
To further test whether intention effects were perceptual rather than post perceptual, we measured the effects of instructed intention on the perceived depth organization of reversible stereograms (Peterson 1986). We chose stereograms for two reasons. First, for moving observers, differential illusory concomitant motion is coupled to changes in perceived depth in stereograms as in wire cubes. However, in stereograms, there is no relative retinal motion that might merely be registered in early vision, but interpreted later, as there is in wire cubes. Therefore, intention effects measured in reports about illusory concomitant motion in stereograms could be more confidently localized in perception. Second, with stereograms as stimuli, a Nonius fixation could be used to control both large and small (e.g., vergence) eye movements. We again found intention effects under these conditions, which allowed us to be reasonably confident that intention affected perception rather than post perceptual decisions or eye movements.
These experiments, demonstrating that viewers' instructed intentions could affect the perceived ordering of depth planes, provide strong evidence that intention can affect early visual processes. Next, I summarize the evidence that some forms of knowledge can affect early vision.
Knowledge. There are many types of knowledge. Familiarity is one type of knowledge. Experiments in my laboratory have shown that early visual processes entailed in depth segmentation are affected by knowledge embodied in memory representations of the structure of familiar objects.
To test for effects of familiarity on segmentation, we presented displays like Figure 2 in both upright and inverted orientations. The change in orientation did not change bottom-up factors known to influence depth segmentation in our displays (e.g., monocular and binocular depth cues, and Gestalt configural cues). However, a change in orientation from upright to inverted does Peterson and Hochberg (1983) . The cube is biased toward the interpretation that it is facing downwards and to the left in the upper left corner. Viewers fixating or attending to that part of the cube tend to see it facing downwards and to the left, regardless of their instructed intention. The cube is unbiased in the lower right corner. Viewers fixating or attending there can see that part of the cube as facing upwards and to the right just as readily as they can see it facing downwards and to the left. delay outputs from object representations (Jolicoeur 1988) . Therefore, influences from object representations can be revealed if depth segmentation varies with orientation so that regions denoting familiar objects were more likely to be seen in front of adjacent regions in upright compared to inverted displays. These are just the results we have obtained under both long and short exposure conditions, using both 2-D and 3-D displays (Gibson & Peterson 1994; Peterson & Gibson 1993; 1994a; 1994b; Peterson et al. 1991) . From these results, we have argued that long term memories of object structure are accessed early in the course of visual processing, and that outputs from these memories serve as one more cue to depth segregation (Peterson 1994a; 1994b; 1999a) .
Recent tests conducted with brain-damaged patients indicated that the object recognition processes that contribute to scene segmentation are unconscious (Peterson et al. 1998) . Furthermore, tests of a visual agnosic patient demonstrated that conscious object recognition is not necessary for the manifestation of object recognition effects on depth segmentation (Peterson et al., under review) . These results constitute strong evidence that one type of knowledge influences early vision.
Concluding remarks. It is important to point out that not all forms of knowledge and intention can affect perception, nor can knowledge and intention alter all aspects of perception (Peterson 1999b) . The boundaries of the effects of knowledge and intentions on perception have yet to be firmly established. One possibility is that perception can be altered only by knowledge residing in the structures normally accessed in the course of perceptual organization (Peterson, in press; Peterson et al. 1991; 1996) ; and that intention operates through those structures (Peterson et al. 1991) . Should these types of knowledge be subtracted from the sum of cognitive processes, as Pylyshyn might argue? My view is that such a strategy renders trivial a claim that early vision is cognitively impenetrable.
Abstract: How can the impenetrability hypothesis be empirically tested? We comment on the role of signal detection measures, suggesting that context effects on discriminations for which post-perceptual cues are irrelevant, or on neural activity associated with early vision, would challenge impenetrability. We also note the great computational power of the proposed pre-perceptual attention processes and consider the implications for testability of the theory.
The core notion of cognitive impenetrability is that early vision (perceptual analysis prior to semantic interpretation and belief fixation) is insensitive to top-down influences of beliefs, background knowledge, and semantic context. To test Pylyshyn's claim we must therefore be able to determine whether the computations of early vision ("perception" from now on) are affected by such cognitive influences. Pylyshyn is pessimistic about the prospect of a "simple and direct" method (sect. 8, para. 2) for determining the locus of such influences. Nevertheless, some empirical headway must be possible, if the theory is not to be undermined by its untestability. Here we consider what might count as evidence for a perceptual locus.
Several theorists have proposed that changes in sensitivity, produced by semantic priming, would count (e.g., Farah 1989; Fodor 1983) , at least when the required discrimination is a difficult perceptual one (Rhodes et al. 1993) . Pylyshyn correctly points out that such changes do not necessarily indicate a perceptual change. He notes that a prime may have widespread false alarm consequences which, if not satisfactorily sampled in the experiment, will result in an apparent sensitivity change that is really due to a criterion shift. Given that criterion shifts can be mediated by changes at either a perceptual or postperceptual level, such a sensitivity change would be uninformative about the locus of priming (sect. 4.2, para. 1). Some semantic priming studies are vulnerable to this criticism. For example, in Rhodes and Tremewan's (1993) face priming study, the potential false alarm items were unfamiliar faces, which were not closely matched to the famous face targets. Similarly, in Masson and Borowsky's (1998) word priming study, potential false alarms came from nonwords that did not resemble the word targets. However, in Rhodes et al.'s (1993) word priming study, nonwords differed by only a single letter from their primed word counterparts. Therefore, the sensitivity changes obtained seem unlikely to be an artefact of inadequate sampling of potential false alarms (to nonwords that share features with primed target words). 1 As Pylyshyn notes, other theorists have also challenged the interpretation of sensitivity changes as perceptual effects. Norris (1995) has suggested that, "As long as the nonword is more likely than the word to activate a word other than the target word, criterion bias models will produce effects of sensitivity as well as effects of bias in a simple lexical decision task". 2 In this case, hits will Peterson et al. (1991) . Gestalt configural cues of symmetry, enclosure, and smallness of relative area (bottom-up cues to depth segmentation) favor the interpretation that the black center region lies in front of the white surround region at their shared borders. The white surround region depicts two silhouettes of standing women when it appears to be lying in front of the black region; hence, familiarity cues favor the interpretation that the white surround lies in front of the black center. The surround was more likely to appear in front of the center when this stimulus was viewed upright, as shown there, than when it was viewed in an inverted orientation, which can be seen by rotating the page by 180Њ.
